What Do We Do?
Each detail is an in depth level of
cleaning/detailing. A quick overview of what the
procedures are :Pressure Washer Rinse
Snow Foam (Works on heavy dirt)
Clean Engine Bay
Pressure Washer Rinse
Wash Vehicle (Using Lambs Wool Mitt)
Clay Paint (Remove paint contaminants)
Snow Foam
Pressure Washer Rinse & Dry Vehicle

What Does It Cost?
A medium sized vehicle starts at £150 up to 12 hours
work, there will be a charge of £10/hour for each
additional hour.
Luxury/large and 4x4 vehicle details start at £180 up to
16 hours work and £10/hour there after.
All times are estimates as every vehicle is different due
to condition and hardness of paint.
Basic interior valeting can be added to the detail for an
additional charge. This would usually add an hour to
the detail.

Measure Paint Depth with Paint Thickness Gauge
Machine Polish (Various Pads/Compounds)
Wash & Rinse Vehicle
Dry With Vehicle Towel & Air Blower
Polish Paint
Protect Paint With Quality Carnuba Wax
Clean & Seal Alloy Wheels
Dress & Protect Tyres & Plastics

Quantum
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Work is currently carried out in Llandudno, but can be
done at another location (additional cost) if
water/power is provided. Detailing at present is only
done during the weekend.

Vehicle
Detailing
Service
North Wales

The detail is also weather dependant (if at other
location) unless an inside area is available. Call/email
me to discuss your requirements.

Dress & Protect Engine Plastics

Basic Interior Valeting :-

Quantum Detail Of Llandudno

Bring Back The
Showroom Shine

Vacuum
Clean Windows In & Out
Interior Wipe Down

Phone Ben on : - 07590 650 694
E-mail : - quantumdetail@ymail.com
www.quantumdetail.co.uk
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What Is Vehicle
Detailing?
Car Detailing is an extremely thorough
cleaning, polishing and waxing of a
vehicle, to produce a showroom quality
level of detail.

Correcting is bringing the paint back to how it should
look before being damaged by poor washing and
contaminants. This is done by mechanical polisher.
This removes a fine layer from the vehicle to remove
fine scratches and swirls from the paint surface. The
paint is measured using a Paint Thickness Gauge to
check the amount of paint that can be worked.

Swirls in the paint from incorrect washing
technique. This is what needs working to correct
the paint. Look at your paint under Petrol Station
lights or bright sun to see the swirls and scratches.
It can then go from this...

The difference between corrected and uncorrected
paint

There are three main areas to a detail.
These are :Cleaning- Polishing -Protecting
CORRECTED

UNCORRECTED

To this… A high shine and deeper colour to the car

Cleaning refers to removing all foreign
objects from the external surfaces of the
vehicle. This can’t be done just through
‘basic’ washing. Using Clay can remove
unseen contaminants from the paint
surface to leave clean paint ready for
correction/protection.
An example of what can be removed from
the paint of a vehicle...

I can also do standard washes and extras. This isn't
your usual roadside hand carwash. I still wash it in the
same manner that my full detail has, just without the
clay (unless selected) and machine polishing. I use a
Lambs Wool Mitt, drying towel and air blower all to
prevent scratches.
Car Wash (incl. Snow Foam) £12.00
CORRECTED

UNCORRECTED

Car Wash (incl. Snow Foam) & Polish £15.00
Car Wash (incl. Snow Foam), Polish & Seal £20.00
Car Wash (incl. Snow Foam), Clay, Polish & Seal £30.00
(This is our most popular)

